
The Circle of Grace lesson is coming up Sunday, Dec. 15, Tuesday, Dec. 17 and Wednesday, Dec. 
18, 2019. This lesson is mandated to be taught and is provided to us by the diocese.  
 
You will have to budget your time very carefully. Third Grade has a pre-test, three mini-lessons, 
and a post-test, all stapled together. Each student will receive one packet. Please keep the other 
"extra" packets in the classroom along with the Circle of Grace binder for the other CCE classes who 
need to teach it. 
 
The students will complete the pre-test in class. For the first lesson, this should be rather short as you 
are introducing the concept "Circle of Grace" to them. Basically, the children should imagine a bubble 
of protection into which God has placed them. These are their Circles of Grace. The children decide 
who is inside of their Circle of Grace (trusted adults, family members, etc.) and who stays outside of 
their Circle of Grace. They should know that as children of God, their boundaries should be respected 
by others, just as they should respect the boundaries of others. This should last at most five minutes. 
 
For Worksheet One, I have provided "signal sticks" for you. We use the word "signal" because our 
bodies send us signals when something feels really right, really wrong, or conflicts us, just like a 
traffic signal. Each student should receive one of each color - red, yellow, and green. These should 
be collected at the end of the next section for the use of the Sunday and Tuesday classes. For this 
lesson, you say a word or phrase from the Word/Phrase list (the students also have a copy of this list 
in their packet, so they can read along if they want to). The children should raise a red signal stick if 
the word or phrase belongs outside their Circle of Grace; a green signal stick if the word or phrase 
belongs inside their Circle of Grace; or a yellow signal stick if the student is unsure. This should last 
no more than 20 minutes. 
 
For Lesson Two, the Boundary lesson, the students will also use their signal sticks. They also have 
these boundary scenarios in their packets, so they can read along if they want to. As you narrate the 
boundary scenario, the students will raise their red, green, or yellow signal sticks. This should last 
about 25 minutes. 
 
Lesson 3 is the action plan section, where you will help the students to know what to do in case of a 
boundary violation or whenever they feel unsafe. This should take about 25 minutes, saving the last 
five minutes of class for the post-test. 
 
For the pre-test and the post-test, you will have the answer key in your Circle of Grace binder. You 
should wait until the students have finished the pre-test, call out the answers and have the students 
self-grade, leaving the pre-test stapled to their packet. Same thing with the post-test: call out the 
answers, have the children self-grade, and send the entire stapled packet home with the students. 
 
The lesson mentions bringing precious items or pictures of precious items; I have placed in your 
classroom pictures of a monstrance, cruets, and a pyx as precious sacred vessels. Please feel free to 
bring pictures of precious items of your own. The lesson also mentions a "treasure box" with a mirror 
inside so that as each child peers into the box, they see who they are: a precious child of God. As 
each child comes up to peer into the box to see the "surprise" precious item, instruct them not to 
tell anyone what they have seen. This is a "safe secret", as each child will see into the box. Tell 
them that each child will see something different than every other child will see, something very 
precious. I have a treasure box with a mirror in it and have placed it in your classroom with the other 
Circle of Grace materials.  

 

All program inquiries should be directed to Norma Torok 713-741-8773 or ntorok@archgh.org 
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